
Minutes* 
 

Senate Committee on Educational Policy 
Wednesday, October 14, 1998 

1:00 – 3:00 
Room 238 Morrill Hall 

 
 
Present: Judith Martin (chair), Shumaila Anwer, Darwin Hendel, Gordon Hirsch, Laura Coffin 

Koch, Kathleen Newell, Jeff Ratliff-Crain, Palmer Rogers, Richard Skaggs, Thomas 
Soulen, Craig Swan, Susan VanVoorhis 

 
Regrets: Robert Johnson, Christine Maziar, Tina Rovick 
 
Absent: none 
 
Guests: none 
 
[In these minutes:  change in the policy of Incompletes converting to an F or N; discussion of more  
restrictive use of the Withdrawal; registration for overlapping classes; guidelines for  
graduate/professional teaching award; data on new students at the University] 
 
 
 Professor Martin convened the meeting at 1:00 and welcomed a new student member of the 
Committee, Shumaila Anwer. 
 
1. Grading Policy Issues 
 
 a1) INCOMPLETES  (PERIOD BEFORE LAPSING TO AN F OR N) 
 
 Professor Martin turned to Ms. VanVoorhis, who recalled that she had promised she would return 
to the Committee when issues arose with regard to the PeopleSoft computing effort following the 
academic policy review and approval by the Campus Assembly last year.  Such an issue has arisen. 
 
 The Uniform Grading Policy approved by the Senate calls for the Incomplete (I) transcript entry 
to lapse to an F (or an N, depending on the student’s enrollment)  at the end of the next term the student is 
enrolled at the University.  PeopleSoft, however, cannot track (for this purpose) whether or not a student 
is enrolled, and needs to count the NUMBER OF DAYS.  She asked if the Committee would consider 
changing the policy to provide that the I lapses after a specified number of days (e.g., 365).  The system 
could be modified, but it would cost a great deal of money and affect all other upgrades each year, or the 
changes would have to be made by hand. 
 
 The Committee touched on a number of points in the ensuing discussion: 
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--  this would affect students who are not enrolled the next term, but all students would be treated the 

same; it could be a hardship on students not enrolled, because it could affect their financial aid or 
academic status if an I converted to an F while they were not enrolled 

 
 --  any I that lapsed to an F could subsequently be changed to another grade (or back to an I, thus 

allowing an additional period 
 
 --  this policy (a set number of days) would be easier to explain to students 
 
--  providing for a year will signal to students that they have a year to make up the work – except 

that there must, by the terms of the grading policy, be a contract between the faculty member and 
student on making up the work; some departments make the student take the course over again to 
complete it 

 
 --  allowing a year gives time to a student who may have had a serious problem, and allows inclusion 

of a summer term, when more time might be available to complete the work 
 
 After considering the possibility of different time periods for the end of Fall Semester and the end 
of Spring Semester (so not to count summers), the Committee concluded unanimously that simplicity and 
clarity favored a single period of up to one year (from the end of the examination period for the term in 
which the I was given) in which to make up Incompletes.  It was clear that the change was not particularly 
desired by the Committee, but was supported in order to save money and avoid computing confusion.  It 
was also made clear that the Registrar was to be delegated authority to implement the policy and to make 
allowances for grades that might have been posted before or after the end of examinations, affecting the 
one-year period by a few days either way. 
 

a2) INCOMPLETES  (SHOULD THE I LAPSE AT ALL?) 
 
 Another question with respect to Incompletes that lapse to an F was whether they should lapse at 
all.  Last spring the Committee tentatively voted to suggest that they should not, but instead remain 
forever on the transcript unless made up.  This subject also elicited comments from Committee members: 
 
--  with the range of courses at the undergraduate level, and changes that can occur, it is not 

reasonable to have the Incomplete remain an I on the transcript forever, because it could create 
the expectation that a student could return in 5 or 7 or 10 years and make it up – when the 
program has been discontinued or the class no longer offered; this could lead to horrendous 
bureaucratic issues 

 
 --  an I that lapsed to an F could not be made up; laziness has a serious penalty 
 
 --  one can favor the I lapsing to an F; there is an argument that with an A-F, the faculty member sets 

the grade, and allowing a lapse is an intrusion on that process 
 
--  if it were provided that an I could not be changed after it had lapsed, or that it could not be 

changed from an I, the course could be taken again under the policy governing repetition of 
courses 
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 --  the I should not remain on the record forever; the grading policy provides that it is to be assigned 

only in unusual circumstances and under a contract; if the contract is breached, the lapse to an F 
is appropriate 

 
 The Committee concluded, without action, that it would not recommend any change in the policy 
in this regard, so the I will still lapse to an F (after one year, if approved by the Senate). 
 
 b)  WITHDRAWALS 
 
 One professional  program in the University has raised the question of whether they can be more 
restrictive in the use of the W.  Their class sizes are limited, and there are more students than can be 
accommodated; may they impose stricter requirements for the W than provided for in the University 
Senate policy?  
 

Committee members appeared to agree generally with the view that this is a problem that might 
apply to any number of programs.  If there are to be variations in the dates controlling the W, all would 
have to be incorporated in the PeopleSoft system, which is something the University is trying to avoid.  
One way to reduce the problem is to require permission to register; that would provide a better control 
mechanism than variable use of the W. 

 
2.   Overlapping Classes 
 
 Ms. VanVoorhis next reported that the Senate policy barring enrollment in classes that overlap 
cannot be implemented as passed.  The Senate policy provides that “No student shall be permitted to 
register for classes that overlap. Classes that have any common meeting time are considered to be 
overlapping, as are any back-to-back classes that have start and end times closer together than the 
standard change period for that campus.”  PeopleSoft can monitor actual class time overlaps, but it cannot 
monitor periods between classes.  Nor can it sort by location (e.g., Minneapolis versus St. Paul), but that 
problem should be solved on the Twin Cities campus by requiring staggered start times between the two 
campuses. 
 
 Inasmuch as 94% of freshmen registered themselves, there is no way to check on whether they 
enroll in classes with less than the normal passing time (short of examining each one individually).  There 
should also be very few semester courses that do not fit into the standard class times called for by policy, 
because the system will not let such courses be entered. 
 
 Ms. VanVoorhis recommended leaving the policy as is for a year and evaluating the problems 
that may arise.  The Committee agreed. 
 
 Ms. VanVoorhis noted that she also had no way to monitor or control registration for courses 
simultaneously offered, when one is live on one campus and another is by distance from another campus 
(e.g., Minneapolis and Duluth).  There are about 50 students who take courses on more than one campus 
during the same term.  The Committee concluded this was not a problem with which it wished to deal at 
present. 
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3.  Plus/Minus Grading 
 
 Professor Martin next reported that plus/minus grading has been a “can of worms.”  The issue 
that has arisen repeatedly is whether plus/minus grading is University policy or if it is optional.  One 
college, it was reported, has decided not to use plus/minus grading. 
 
 Professor Martin said she has told those with whom she has spoken that it is official University 
policy, but that as was pointed out in the debate on the Senate floor, no instructor is forced to assign 
plusses or minuses.  There may be situations where the instructor believes they are not appropriate, but 
normally one would expect there would be a range of grades.  The point, said another Committee 
member, was that just as an instructor may not give any Fs, he or she may also not give any plusses or 
minuses. 
 
 One Committee member observed that the University does not need a plus/minus police, but there 
are reasons for students to question what is happening.  In a class of 200, when a faculty member awards 
no plusses or minuses, one is inclined to think that the large numbers would suggest a distribution that 
includes plusses and minuses; that would not necessarily be the case in a class of 4.  Plusses and minuses 
allow better alignment of grading with performance. 
 
 Professor Martin reported that she and Professor Evans concluded this should not be brought back 
to the Senate, and that she will write an article for KIOSK to attempt to clear up the confusion.  This is 
still a new policy, and there may be some discomfort with it; presumably as time passes the number of 
questions will decline. 
 
 With respect to the college that was reported to have decided not to use plusses and minuses, it 
was agreed that it should be reminded that this is University policy. 
 
4. Guidelines, Award for Contributions to Graduate and Professional Education 
 
 Professor Martin next asked Committee members to review the draft guidelines  
for nominating candidates for the award for outstanding contributions to graduate or professional 
education. 
 
 The Committee spent time reviewing the language and making editorial changes, and then agreed 
it would review by email a redrafted version.  After that, Human Resources would be asked to distribute 
the guidelines as appropriate. 
 
5. Miscellany 
 
 The Committee then dealt with other items: 
 
 --  A change in the policy on work required per credit hour in graduate and professional education 
will be set aside for now.  The semester conversion standards are explicit about the difference between 
undergraduate and graduate/professional work, and those standards will need to be converted to regular 
policy once they are no longer standards for conversion, so SCEP will deal with the matter next year. 
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 --  Discussion of writing-intensive courses, and funding for them (raised vocally at the meeting of 
department chairs with Twin Cities FCC members), will be taken up when the chair of the Council on 
Liberal Education visits with the Committee later in the quarter. 
 
 --  Dr. Swan provided the Committee with some Fall, 1998 enrollment data. 
 
 From Fall 97 to Fall 98: 
 
 New High School students are up from 7014 to 7787 
  UMC  261 to 256 
  UMD  1732 to 1816  
  UMM  495 to 549 

UMTC  4526 to 5166 
   
 New Advanced Standing Students are up 5059 to 5398 
 
 Students of color increased from 5632 to 5977 (11.45% to 11.53%) 
 

The proportion of students taking 15 or more credits increased from 32.8% to 34.8% (Twin Cities 
colleges outside the AHC); other campuses except Morris were also up 
 
The number of undergraduates classified as full time (counting 12 credits as full time) increased 
from 17,921 to 19,883 on the Twin Cities campus while the number of part-time students 
declined by about 300.  Other campuses also saw increases in the number of full-time students. 

 
Mean credit load in Twin Cities non-AHC colleges increased from 13.1 to 13.2.  This could 
reflect an effort by upper division students to finish before the conversion to semesters.  More 
students seem to think of themselves as full-time, however. 
 
The number of students using the 4-year graduation plan increased from about 800 to over 2000. 

 
 Asked if the number of New High School students would be maintained at the increased level or 
if there would be changes in the acceptance policy, Dr. Swan said that colleges will have to examine their 
instructional capacities (for ALL students) and discuss that issue in their compacts.  They will need to 
think about fall, 1999, targets before the compacts are prepared.  There is an overall target, but the 
University will have to live with enrollment that is within a range. 
 
 Professor Martin adjourned the meeting at 3:00. 
 
       --  Gary Engstrand  
 
University of Minnesota 


